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CULTURAL LAW SELF RULE
[cult-law-self-rule1]

[1]

Cultural law refers to any racial, religious, ideological, sexual or gender

cultural value agreed upon, and codified in a written agreement between two or
more individuals, which does not violate any EoP Scientific [eop-scicultlaw2] –
procreation and/or consumption below ecological carrying capacity [eop-footprint3] –
laws; enabling a greater degree of cooperation and mutual assistance support
between such individuals.
[2]

Individuals Rights and Duties under Cultural Law include: Cultural Law

Territorial Self Rule for Groups with Subjective Racial, Religious& Gender CultureConflict Identities.
[3]

Violations of Cultural Law would fall under Deception Crimes of Aggression:

Violations of Fully Informed Consent.
[4]

Conflict of Cultural Law Violations: Violations of Cultural Law between two

individuals or groups of individuals with different Cultural Laws, would be
adjudicated in terms of Crimes of Aggression [crimes-of-aggression4]: Violations of
Fully Informed Consent.
Cultural Law Territorial Self Rule for Groups with Subjective Racial,
Religious & Gender Culture-Conflict Identities:
[5]

Any group of individuals who have signed their Responsible Freedom Oaths

to abide by Ecology of Peace Scientific and Cultural Law who share similar racial,
religious, socio-ideological, sexual or gender identity, may agree to form a Cultural
Law Self Rule community homeland, which can be as small as an agreement
between two people, a family or village within a nation; or as large as a continental
territory including a few nations; where the individuals within that territory have
provided their fully informed consent to practicing a particular group shared
‘Cultural Law’.

http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/cult-law-self-rule/ archive.fo/BfgMu
http://eop-nwo-scf.tygae.org.za/scientific-cultural-law/
archive.is/QneCw
3 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/eop-footprint/
archive.is/Guli3
4 http://eop-nwo-sco.tygae.org.za/eop-nwo-scp/crimes-of-aggression/
archive.is/esaH6
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[6]

As long as the particular ‘cultural law’ is based on the fully informed consent

of all individuals within the particular ‘cultural law’ homeland community; and the
‘cultural law’ is practiced within the confines of the particular cultural law
homeland community’s territory; it is lawful; irrespective of how offensive it may be
to the cultural values of a neighbouring homeland with different racial, religious,
class, gender groups cultural law agreement values.
[7]

Any groups cultural law is lawful within that cultural law homeland

community’s territory; and cannot be legally restricted or punished by a different
group of individuals who have different subjective racial, religious or gender
cultural laws, within their cultural law homeland territory.
[8]

There is no restriction whatsoever on the choice of any groups fully informed

consenting ‘cultural law’; as long as it (a) does not violate EoP Scientific procreation
and consumption laws; and (b) is based upon fully informed consent of all
individuals within the privacy territory of the individuals ‘self rule cultural law
homeland’. For example: Armin Meiwes and Bernd Brandes fully informed consent
cannibalism5, etc.
Cultural Law Homeland Rights and Duties:
[9]

Cultural law homeland rights will only apply to individuals or groups of

individuals objectively and subjectively abiding by EoP Scientific laws:
[10]

If or where a homeland agrees on a cultural law that restricts travel across

their property ration homeland to individuals who are not members of their
cultural law homeland agreement; they should clearly and simply notify neighbour
property ration territories, and include a ‘Whites / Blacks / Sharia Muslims / Jews
Only Homeland’ public notice at roads entering their homeland; where clear and
simple definitions of ‘whites, blacks, sharia muslims, jews’ are provided.
[11]

Ultimately as property swaps enable individuals with similar ‘cultural law

homeland’ values to find property rations on the outskirts of existing homelands;
enabling them to join a particular homeland, different homelands can create nature
corridors between their homelands to protect their cultural values and minimize
relating friction with homeland neighbours who have conflicting racial, religious,
gender etc cultural law values.

Barcroft TV: Interview with a Cannibal: youtu.be/WKzf-rG9JBs | All That’s Interesting: This
Cannibal Placed An Ad To Eat Someone — And Someone Said Yes: allthatsinteresting.com/arminmeiwes | The Guardian: Victim of cannibal agreed to be eaten:
www.theguardian.com/world/2003/dec/04/germany.lukeharding
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